
WE ARE
LOOKING FOR 
DATA SCIENCE 
INTERNS

franck.AI is a young, innovative data science company founded by Dr. Isabell Franck. Our 

Munich-based company combines cutting edge research with industrial experience. Our 

customers are aiming to optimize automated, highly complex industrial production 

processes. We help our customers to generate an optimized production, reduce costs and 

achieve environmental benefits as well as to gain a competitive advantage.



Intern Data Science (m/ f/ d)

 

Are you someone with a passion for data, analytics, insights and technology? We are seeking an intern to 

work on one or more analysis projects to extract actionable insights from data and help to make better-

informed decisions. You will get deep insights into the everyday life of a start-up company. 

 

Key responsibilities:

•        Apply data analysis and machine learning techniques in real-world applications 

•        Test predictive and prescriptive analytic models        

•        You support the team with statistical analysis

•        You learn and share your knowledge with the team.

 

What we offer:

•        A small, personal team with flat hierarchies

•        Learn how to make sense of machine-generated data to infer higher-level behaviors

•        Development opportunities

•        Flexible working hours and varied tasks

•        Opportunities to help shape and realize your ideas

•        Supportive work environment

•        Opportunity for hyper growth as you become part of a rapidly growing organization.

 

This is what distinguishes you:

•       Practical knowledge of data analysis and Machine Learning techniques

•       You should be comfortable working on problems with no immediate solutions on sight, requiring                

         you to try out multiple techniques

•       Enthusiasm for machine learning and data science products

•       First programming skills 

•       Ability to use tools such as Tensorflow, Keras, etc.

•       Knowledge in Bayesian inference

•       You are a reliable and responsible person

•       You work independently

•       You speak German and/ or English.

 Contact: info@franck.ai, +49 89 12018065, www.franck.ai
franck.AI GmbH/ Habsburgerstraße 5/ 80801 München

Apply now: career@franck.ai


